**DAYTIME PROGRAMMING**

**ONGOING SERIES**

**My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic (Season 9)**

*Series Airs Saturdays at 11:30a/10:30c*

**TV-Y**

**MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC** follows the magical Princess Twilight Sparkle and her trusted assistant Spike, who live in Ponyville in the enchanted land of Equestria, along with her colorful pony friends – honest Applejack, generous Rarity, kind Fluttershy, loyal Rainbow Dash and fun-loving Pinkie Pie. Together, they teach one another valuable lessons about the most powerful magic of all – the magic of friendship. This season, fan favorites “Quibble Pants” (voiced by Patton Oswalt) and “Cheese Sandwich” (voiced by “Weird Al” Yankovic) return to Equestria for the final season filled with brand new original songs, exciting new characters and even bigger adventures.

- **Mid-season Premiere: The Last Laugh** premieres Saturday, August 3 at 11:30a/10:30c
  When Pinkie Pie seeks help from her old friend, the super-silly Cheese Sandwich (“Weird Al” Yankovic) in finding her life’s purpose, she discovers the unimaginable has happened.

- **2, 4, 6, Greataat** premieres Saturday, August 10 at 11:30a/10:30c
  The School of Friendship starts a buckball team and Rainbow Dash has to come to terms with the fact that she won’t be coaching the team.

- **A Trivial Pursuit** premieres Saturday, August 17 at 11:30a/10:30c
  Twilight’s hopes of keeping her Trivia Trot winning streak alive are waylaid when she’s unexpectedly paired up with Pinkie Pie who has never been to a trivia night before!

- **The Summer Sun Setback** premieres Saturday, August 24 at 11:30a/10:30c
  Twilight is determined to make Celestia and Luna’s last Summer Sun Celebration memorable. However, things start going horribly wrong.

- **She Talks to Angel** premieres Saturday, August 31 at 11:30a/10:30c
  When Fluttershy and Angel Bunny’s relationship hits the skids, Zecora gives them a potion to help them understand each other.

**Popples**

*Series Airs Weekdays at 12:30/11:30c*

**Rating Pending**

The adorable Best Popple Pals love helping their friends and neighbors, but every time they do it seems to backfire in hilarious ways.

- **It Takes Two To Tangle/Hocus Pop Us** premieres Monday, August 5 at 12:30/11:30c
  After some pushing and shoving, Bubbles and Gruffman end up tied to each other by their tails. The two must work together, despite their differences. Later, Sunny decides to put on a magic show with the help of her friends but the fame goes to her head.

- **Camp Out Freakout/Ani Mall Insecurity** premieres Tuesday, August 6 at 12:30/11:30c
  After hearing a legend about a ghost that appears in the park once a year, the pals decide to spend the night in the park. Will they fall victim to the Ghost of Popple Park? Meanwhile, Lulu tries to help the Ani Mall’s security guards by creating Mani Pal.

- **The Great Pop Race/Fear Pop Fair** premieres Wednesday, August 7 at 12:30/11:30c
It's time for this year's Popplementary School Pop-race! Mike Mine is willing to do anything to beat Sunny, the current Pop-race champion. Then, the safety inspector doesn't show up at the Popland Grand re-opening so the Popples volunteer to test the ride.

- **The Pink Poppel Moon/Pop Party Crashers** premiers Thursday, August 8 at 12:30/11:30c
  Bubbles and her Poppel pals try to bring back a tradition where all of Popplepolis comes out to watch the Poppelmoon turn pink! Later, when the girls have a sleep-over in the Treepod, Izzy and Yikes team up with the Popplar twins to crash the party!

- **Pop Sitters/Pause for Alarm** premiers Monday, August 12 at 12:30/11:30c
  Bubbles overextends herself once again when she agrees to babysit for three infant popples, and enlists the help of her pals. Later, when Yikes falls behind in school, Lulu helps him out by making one of her greatest inventions yet - The Popplestopper!

- **Seeing Double/Little Pop Lies** premiers Tuesday, August 13 at 12:30/11:30c
  The Popplar Twins mess up a make-over and Polly winds up using the wrong color hair dye. Then, Bubbles’ popcakes taste horrible, but her friends don't want to hurt her feelings. Believing she has a great recipe, she makes popcakes for the whole town.

- **Pop Luck/Virtual Pop-Reality** premiers Wednesday, August 14 at 12:30/11:30c
  Sunny has lost her lucky scrunchie and is convinced she can't win a poppleball game without it. With support from her friends, she quickly learns that a good luck charm is only as important as we think it is. Later, Lulu gets trapped inside a video game!

- **FrankenPopple/Pop Marks the Spot** premiers Thursday, August 15 at 12:30/11:30c
  Lulu gets wrangled into walking the runway in a fashion show. When everyone sees how clumsy she is, she invents a device that allows her to mimic her friends’ smooth moves. Then, Mike Mine mistakenly thinks the Coach has a buried treasure somewhere in Popplepolis.

- **Pop Up/Pop Art** premiers Monday, August 19 at 12:30/11:30c
  Mike Mine is jealous of Izzy because of the attention he’s receiving from the Popple Twins, but they later realize that they need to work together! Meanwhile, a famous artist is coming to school and the kids all must create their own art project.

- **Little Pop of Horrors/The Popple Who Knew Too Much** premiers Tuesday, August 20 at 12:30/11:30c
  Mrs. Snooply's prized "popple-eating plant" grows to giant size and threatens to consume the whole town. Then, Miss Shush introduces the works of Sherlock Pop and Doctor Popson, inspiring Izzy to solve the mounting mysteries and clear Yikes' name.

**The Polos**

*Series Airs Saturdays at 7:30a/6:30c
TV-Y*

The Polos, a quirky group of friends, born and raised in the digital world, take off on epic road trips to experience the wonder of the natural world. Driven by their insatiable curiosity, the crew explores the furthest reaches of the planet and beyond!

- **The Ostrich Question/The Feeling is Mutual & Clean Up/Echolocation** premiers Saturday, August 10 at 7:30a/6:30c
  When the question of why ostriches bury their heads in the sand comes up, Chester leads the Polos in investigating their collective theories about it. At the savannah, Chester is eager to observe a rhino and the interesting oxpecker bird. Later, litterbug Nash learns to pick up after himself when he sees improperly disposed-of trash harming sea life in the ocean.

- **Space Rescue/Adventuring in Space & Monkeying Around/An Iguana Tale** premiers Saturday, August 17 at 7:30a/6:30c
  When the Polos fly back to the Sun after visiting Pluto, they realize they accidentally left Chester stranded on Pluto! Later, when the PoloMobile gets stuck high in a tree in the Amazon Rainforest, the Polos are inspired by some spider monkeys to 'take a big swing' to get free of the foliage. The Polos play hide and seek in the rainforest.

- **Watch it Grow/Night Song & Whale Song/Shipwrecked** premiers Saturday, August 24 at 7:30a/6:30c
  Gorby feels awful after accidentally flattening a sapling while on a hike but makes up for it by rallying his fellow Polos to do some tree planting. Marco leads the Polos on a campout. Later, Lily likes to sing music without words, and it proves to be the perfect accompaniment for the unique way that humpback whales communicate through 'whale song'.

- **Rollin Rollin/Heads Up & The Deep/Guard That Turtle** premiers Saturday, August 31 at 7:30a/6:30c
  The Polos’ perception of big and small animals is challenged when they see how the formidable lion doesn't actually do all that much because it's at the top of the food chain, while the lowly dung beetle is a mighty creature relative to its small size. When Nash accidentally drops his stuffy overboard, the Polos venture to the deepest, darkest, and most water-pressure part of the ocean
to get it back: the midnight zone. Later, the Polos arrive on the beach to see the baby sea turtle eggs have all hatched!

**Pirata & Capitano**
Series Airs Sundays at 8:30a/7:30c
TV-Y

Set sail with the faithful crew of the good ship Pink Skull. Pirata, Capitano and their friends are on a never-ending quest for treasure and find adventure, fun and team spirit on the way as they explore the mysterious islands of the Great Sea.

- **A Package for Inky/Thief!** premieres Sunday, August 11 at 8:30a/7:30c
  Today, Capitano has many packages to deliver, including one containing the fireworks for a party at Inky Salma's that very night. Pirata offers to deliver Inky's package, even betting Capitano that she'll get there before him. But when a series of setbacks puts her behind schedule, Pirata decides to take a risky shortcut via a terrifying and stormy sea route. When the Pink Skull runs into trouble, the crew is obliged to set off the fireworks as a distress signal. Later, a thief sneaks aboard the Pink Skull and steals a package that Pirata and Capitano need to deliver.

- **The Whale/The Treasure Hunt** premieres Sunday, August 18 at 8:30a/7:30c
  The hydroplane is swallowed by a giant whale! After several attempts, Pirata, her crew, and Pineapple Wilson manage to rescue them by using a vital piece of information they find in the Pirates' Code. Later, Pirata finds a bottle with a treasure map inside! She immediately sets off in search of the treasure and discovers a hidden treasure.

- **Mystery Island/The Robinson Pirates** premieres Sunday, August 25 at 8:30a/7:30c
  While navigating The Great Sea, Pirata and her crew come across strange little natives sailing in a tiny coconut raft away from their island that they believe to be haunted. Pirata and Capitano decide to rescue them, even though the Pink Skull's crew is nervous about this mission. Later, when they are caught in a terrible storm, Pirata and Capitano crash-land the hydroplane on a deserted island.

---

**PRIMETIME PROGRAMMING**

**ONGOING SERIES**

**Cake Boss (Season 9)**
Series Airs Saturdays at 9/8c
TV-PG

Buddy Valastro is back for a brand-new season of CAKE BOSS! Follow the world-famous baker and his family as they continue to expand Carlo's Bakery, their successful family business. Buddy and his cake making team, including his four sisters, two brothers-in-law and cousins, will return to tackle exciting new projects including a fire-breathing dragon cake and a Viking ship inspired cake. Viewers will also get to catch up with Buddy's wife, Lisa; his children, Sofia, Buddy Jr, Marco and Carlo. As one of the most successful and renowned cake artists in the United States, Buddy continues his mission to achieve his late father’s dream of making Carlo's Bake Shop a household name.

- **Holly Jolly Hoboken and Ugly Sweaters** premieres Saturday, August 3 at 9/8c
  It's the holiday season, and everyone is full of cheer at the bakery. Buddy and the team get creative with a cake for the New York Botanical Garden train show. This cake needs to incorporate the spirit of the seasons, the botanical elements of the Garden and a working model train. Mauro takes a cake order for an ugly sweater party. The sisters bring their own version of cheer to the bakery when they decide to serenade the customers with some holiday caroling.

- **Pinata Party and Gender Reveal** premieres Saturday, August 10 at 9/8c
  For these cakes, what’s on the inside really counts! Buddy is put up to a cake challenge by two eleven-year-old DJ's. They want a big piñata cake for their birthday, and they want candy to spill out of it. This delivery puts both Buddy’s cake and DJ skills to the test. Grace takes an order from two pregnant mothers who are having a double gender reveal party. Hopefully Grace can keep a secret!

- **Glass Cake and 100th Birthday** premieres Saturday, August 17 at 9/8c
  Buddy and his team take on a big order when a glassblowing studio challenges them to think outside the box and use some cool new techniques to make a cake as beautiful as glass art. Lisa takes a special cake order for a 100th birthday party. This cake needs to celebrate not only the patriarch of the family, but also the legacy of more than 80 descendants!

- **Father-Daughter Dance and Bachelorette Party** premieres Saturday, August 24 at 9/8c
  Mauro gets a very sweet cake order from two organizers of a Father-Daughter dance. The team gets sentimental while making this emotional cake and Mauro even gets his oldest daughter Mary
to help with the delivery. Buddy takes an order from a bride-to-be who needs a fun cake for her bachelorette party. The challenge is to create a sexy, party-themed cake that tastes like the bachelorette’s favorite cocktail. A quiet night in at the Castano home quickly escalates as Buddy’s sisters and their husbands battle it out in a couple’s quiz to see who knows their spouse best.

- **Robots and Rainbow Unicorns premieres Saturday, August 31 at 9/8c**
  Call it the cake order of the future, it’s a robot cake for an actual robot! Buddy and the team make an old school style robot cake for a gala honoring what could be the world’s most advanced robot. Mary helps make a 5-year-old girl’s birthday dream cake come true. It’s all rainbows and sparkles for this magical unicorn cake, complete with a glittering golden horn. Later, Grace has one big problem with her new office, she has to go outside to get to the bakery. Mauro might have the perfect solution for her.

**Treehouse Masters**

*Series Airs Mondays at 7/6c*  
**TV-PG**

**TREEHOUSE MASTERS** has viewers climbing to a majestic world up in the treetops with visionary and tree whisperer Pete Nelson as he designs private escapes for those with a passion to reconnect with nature and awaken their inner child. Pete goes out on a limb to create breathtaking realities for a host of clientele including designing multi-bedroom dream tree houses complete with functional plumbing and electricity to simple one-room lofts. His portfolio boasts the creation and construction of adventurous tree-house retreats, which include zip lines and vine swings, Indiana Jones-inspired bridges and secret entrances; a levitating treehouse; and a record-high recording studio that marries music and nature. Pete and his team of designers and carpenters, including son Charlie, must endure Mother Nature’s shifty antics, dangerous construction equipment and dizzy heights in order to build these sanctuaries.

- **Home Tree Home premieres Monday, August 5 at 7/6c**
  A treehouse escape grows into a full-time live-in treehouse when Pete lays eyes on the gargantuan Sitka spruce of his dreams for a hexagonal build on the coast of Oregon.

- **Merry Fishmas! premieres Monday, August 5 at 8/7c**
  Pete heads to Dogwood Canyon, a 10,000-acre nature preserve in Missouri. Despite a tight Christmas deadline, Pete and his team create a two-story hands-on learning haven with a giant copper-topped turret that can endure thousands of visitors.

- **Texas-Sized Treehouse premieres Monday, August 5 at 9/8c**
  Pete and the crew saddle up and ride on down to Leakey, TX to build a colossal, Texas-sized treehouse. He rounds-up "the magnificent seven" of cypresses alongside the banks of the Frio River and builds a treehouse with the longest bridge in TREEHOUSE MASTERS history.

- **Rustic English Re-tree-t premieres Monday, August 5 at 10/9c**
  Pete and his team embark on a quest to an idyllic farm in Waxhaw, NC with orders to craft an elegant English retreat with a hanging bed fit for a queen. But one thing might stand in the way of Pete and his holy grail of pastoral treehouse builds...goats!

- **Ultimate Treehouses IV premieres Monday, August 12 at 7/6c**
  Join Pete Nelson on a journey to explore ingenious treehouse designs and engineering feats of builders the world over. At the end of his adventure, Pete embarks on his very own epic treehouse engineering repair.

- **Treehouse Z premieres Monday, August 12 at 8/7c**
  Pete connects with old friends in Canton, NC to build them Zen-like sanctuary in the trees. Battling a record-fast nine-day build window, the team stays calm in constructing a retreat 15-ft high with a picture-perfect view of the Blue Ridge Mountains.

- **Apres Skihouse Treehouse premieres Monday, August 12 at 9/8c**
  Pete designs a ski chalet treehouse that glints as bright as the freshest powder atop a black diamond run! The 20-ft high winter retreat comes complete with a secret bedroom and a double-sided fireplace to keep guests warm both inside and out.

- **Camo Treehouse premieres Monday, August 12 at 10/9c**
  Pete goes commando for a treehouse build for clients passionate for competition and survivalist games. Set in a grove of ten hackberry trees, Pete designs a camouflage structure with a luxurious interior that could pamper any hardened champion.

- **Magical Modern Treehouse premieres Monday, August 19 at 7/6c**
  Equipped with a 205-foot zipline entrance through the trees, Pete and his team work modern magic in Georgia to build a treehouse the breaks all the country rules! Pete makes a pit stop at Dale Earnhardt Jr.’s to visit the racing legend’s very own treehouse.

- **Adventure Headquarters premieres Monday, August 19 at 8/7c**
  Pete and the gang embark on an epic quest to give a thrill-seeking couple the treehouse of their dreams -- an adventure headquarters in the sky sitting 16 feet high in three cedars with a wraparound deck that provides 360-degree stunning views.
• **Bon-Appe-Treehouse** premierses Monday, August 19 at 9/8c
  Pete and his brigade de cuisine cook up a dining room treehouse for a French inspired restaurant. Surrounded by fields of red poppies and nestled in a giant live oak, the soaring space will make guests feel like they’re eating in the Provence countryside!

• **Frank Lloyd Lakehouse** premierses Monday, August 19 at 10/9c
  Pete and the crew channel Frank Lloyd Wright for a triple-decker treehouse on the shores of Lake Barkley in Kentucky. With more square-footage than any treehouse in TREEHOUSE MASTERS history, the high design “treehome” will offer a bedroom, kitchen, bathroom and more!

• **How ‘Bout Them Apples** premierses Monday, August 26 at 7/6c
  Pete trucks out to Walden, NY to build a treehouse tasting room for Angry Orchard. The pavilion-style structure will elevate orchard-goers high above the acres of apple trees where they can enjoy a glass of hard cider and soak-in views of the orchard.

• **Zac Brown’s Space Crab** premierses Monday, August 26 at 8/7c
  Grammy award winning Zac Brown tasks Pete with building a treehouse at Camp Southern Ground, a state-of-the-art camp he started for kids. Zac seeks an otherworldly structure, so Pete pushes his design and the team to construct a totally alien treehouse - a zinc-wrapped, shell-like cross between a spaceship and a horseshoe crab with an 11-ft wide retractable table that disappears into the ceiling!

• **Swiss Family Surprise** premierses Monday, August 26 at 9/8c
  Pete heads to Michigan to help a husband surprise his wife with a Swiss Family Robinson inspired treehouse for their anniversary! Far more advanced than its castaway motivation, the treehouse is supported with steel beams to hold tons of modern amenities.

• **Takeover: The Roderick Experience** premierses Monday, August 26 at 10/9c
  Pete passes the torch to Roderick to tackle a build on land with six generations of history. A whimsical staircase wrapped in branches leads up to a hexagonal tower with colorful stained-glass windows, and a platform that boasts 360-degree views.

---

**Bakers vs. Fakers**

*Series Airs Tuesdays at 7/6c
TV-G*

Can a talented home baker out-cook a professional, or do true professionals have skills that no amateur could match? With an even playing ground -- no higher standards for the professional, no sympathy for the amateurs, and no one knowing their true identity -- a blind taste test will determine whose dish is the best. At the end of two rounds, the victorious baker or faker will take home a $10,000 prize.

• **Blondies Have More Fun** premierses Tuesday, August 6 at 7/6c
  Bakers and fakers have more fun during the blondie battle, as the surprise ingredient of bourbon is used to liven up their dishes. Host Lorraine Pascale and judges Sherry Yard and Zac Young find juicy results in round two when melon must be squeezed into elevated desserts.

• **Make Whoopie Pie!** premierses Tuesday, August 6 at 8/7c
  Challengers are sandwiched between a potato and a hard place during the whoopie pie battle, as potatoes must be mashed into the sandwiched cookie pies. Host Lorraine Pascale and judges Alex Guarnaschelli and Sherry Yard peel away the layers in round two, determining who’s a baker and a faker when onions must be used in baked sweets.

• **Bakin’ With Bacon** premierses Tuesday, August 6 at 9/8c
  British baking kingpin, Paul Hollywood, hosts while all-star judges Damaris Phillips and Buddy Valastro attempt to sift the bakers. In the first round, contestants must create their most delectable pie featuring the ultimate savory ingredient: bacon. In the second round, bakers and fakers alike must feature corn in their sweet treat.

• **Cupcake Caliente** premierses Tuesday, August 6 at 10/9c
  Pro and amateur bakers battle using hot peppers to create spicy cupcakes. Judges Lorraine Pascale and Damaris Phillips join baking maestro and host, Buddy Valastro, in sifting out the bakers from the fakers. Round two is an education in competition, as school snacks must be used in the winning dish.

• **Brownie Points** premierses Tuesday, August 13 at 7/6c
  The bakers square off and attempt to win over host Buddy Valastro and judges Lorraine Pascale and Zac Young, as classic brownies must be combined with aromatic ginger. Then, will the pros or the amateurs crack under pressure in round two, when the surprise ingredient of crackers must be used in delectable desserts?

• **Say Cheese** premierses Tuesday, August 13 at 8/7c
  Pro and amateur bakers must cobble together a gooey treat by using cheese in fruit cobblers. In round two, judges Alex Guarnaschelli and Paulette Goto and host Buddy Valastro find the challenge is twice as nice when rice must be used to find the sweet spot in the winning dish.

• **Smart Cookies** premierses Tuesday, August 13 at 9/8c
Bakers and fakers pour their hearts out as the sudsy surprise ingredient of beer must be used in their chocolate chip cookie creations. Then, contestants attempt to make "scents" of their dishes in round two, as fresh herbs must be utilized. Host Buddy Valastro is joined by judges Damaris Phillips and Zac Young, who will choose a winner to take home the green.

- **Hard Candy Land premiers Tuesday, August 13 at 10/9c**
  The proof is in the pudding for host Buddy Valastro and judges Damaris Phillips and Natalie Sideserf! Pro and amateur bakers alike make hard choices when bread pudding must be infused with hard candies. Then, contestants try not to get boxed-in, as breakfast cereal must be repurposed into dessert delicacies.

- **Lemon Bar Brawl premiers Tuesday, August 20 at 7/6c**
  Contestants turn lemons into lemon bars, and host Buddy Valastro and judges Nancy Fuller and Zac Young get a caffeinated kick as the surprise ingredient of coffee is steeped into the lemony treats. The next round is full of twists, as pretzels challenge the bakers and fakers to avoid getting too salty.

- **Doughnut Dilemma premiers Tuesday, August 20 at 8/7c**
  Pro and amateur bakers face a deep-fried dilemma as the mighty doughnut must be rolled up with the crunchy surprise ingredient of potato chips. Host Buddy Valastro and judges Damiano Carrara and Zac Young get cultured in round two, as yogurt must be smoothed into the winning dessert.

- **Marshmallow Meltdown premiers Tuesday, August 20 at 9/8c**
  Good ideas pop up as a cheesecake battle challenges bakers and fakers to augment their desserts with the surprise ingredient of popcorn. Then, host Buddy Valastro and judges Alex Guarnaschelli and Daphne Oz must find a winner when marshmallows create sticky situations for the remaining bakers.

- **Fruit Tart Upstart premiers Tuesday, August 20 at 10/9c**
  Pro and amateur bakers face off during a fruit tart battle, but some find the challenge a tough nut to crack when pistachios are introduced as the surprise ingredient. In round two, host Lorraine Pascale and judges Sunny Anderson and Zac Young see which bakers best combine a variety of mustards with their sweet treats.

- **Mango Tango premiers Tuesday, August 27 at 7/6c**
  Challengers try not to crumble during the coffee cake battle when incorporating the surprise ingredient of tropical mangoes. Bakers and fakers play ketchup in round two, when tomatoes in multiple forms must be featured in their desserts. Host Lorraine Pascale and judges Damaris Phillips and Aarti Sequeira know the winning dish will taste divine!

- **Corn Utopia premiers Tuesday, August 27 at 8/7c**
  The apple pie battle isn't as easy as pie when a cornucopia of corn options must be featured in this American classic. Host Lorraine Pascale and judges Alex Guarnaschelli and Daphne Oz belly up to the counter in round two, when diner drinks must be served in baked goodies.

- **The Soy of Baking premiers Tuesday, August 27 at 9/8c**
  The bakers try to peel off from the fakers during the banana bread challenge when handling the addition of soy options. In round two, host Lorraine Pascale and judges Amanda Freitag and Zac Young see which of the remaining contestants are dressed for success when salad dressing must be tossed into their desserts.

- **All In Oats premiers Tuesday, August 27 at 10/9c**
  Great ideas erupt during the lava cake challenge as the surprise ingredient of lavender soothes some contestants. In round two, oats must be incorporated into sweet treats, and host Lorraine Pascale and judges Paulette Goto and Alex Guarnaschelli attempt to sift out the bakers from the fakers.

**Kids BBQ Championship**

*Series Airs Fridays at 7/6c*

**TV-G**

Move over mom and dad, the barbecue now belongs to a new generation of creative and innovative grillers, and they're all under 13 years old! Eight kids will enter the BBQ Ranch, and after six grueling weeks of competition, hosts Camila Alves and Eddie Jackson will crown the champion of barbecue and award a $20,000 cash prize.

- **Boardwalk Bites premiers Friday, August 2 at 7/6c**
  Four new kid grill masters work up their finest boardwalk bites to impress hosts Eddie Jackson and Damaris Phillips and guest judge Shannon Ambrosio. In round one, the kids grill up their takes on the classic sausage dog in hopes to make it to the final round, where a grilled clambake will decide who wins the $10,000 prize.

- **Father's Day Feast premiers Friday, August 2 at 8/7c**
  Four new talented kid barbecuers whip up a feast for Dad's day and hope to delight hosts Eddie Jackson and Damaris Phillips and guest judge Roger Mooking. The first round has the kids
scrambling to finish their steak and eggs, then the ultimate challenge and chance to win the $10,000 prize will come down to how well the kids mix surf with turf.

- **Game Day Grill Masters** premieres Friday, August 2 at 9/8c
  Four new master kid grillers will tackle the biggest of grilling events, game day, attempting to pep up the hosts Eddie Jackson and Damaris Phillips and guest judge Jeff Mauro. The kids reinvent the chicken tender in the first round, then the lucky three that move to the final round make their signature sliders for the chance to win the $10,000 prize.

- **Meat the Chefs** premieres Friday, August 30 at 7/6c
  Hosts Camila Alves and Eddie Jackson meet the eight fiercest kid barbecue cooks in the country, and the competition kicks off with each cooking his or her famous flavors atop chicken and a signature side. With special guest chef Tim Love judging the final plates, competitive spirits ignite right from the start and there is no room for mistakes!

- **Backyard BBQ** premieres Friday, August 30 at 8/7c
  The competition heats up with two rounds of head-to-head barbecue battle. Based on the results of the first challenge with hot dogs, one kid earns a major advantage in the elimination round of stuffed burgers. Chef Kardea Brown joins the judging panel to help decide which young barbecue cook will be sent home.

- **Luau Feast** premieres Friday, August 30 at 9/8c
  The barbecue arena is transformed into a Polynesian paradise for the third week of competition, as the kids are challenged to make the perfect luau pork dish with a tropical fruit side. A major tropical twist sends some of the kids for a loop, and barbecue pro Danielle Bennett, aka Diva Q, steps in to help determine which young cook landed at the bottom.

**Rachael vs. Guy: Kids Cook-Off**

*Series Airs Fridays at 7/6c*

**TV-G**

Rachael Ray and Guy Fieri are back for battle with the most talented kid chefs in the country. With Rachael and Guy as mentors and team leaders, these eight adorable kids will square off and cook-off in a series of unforgettable challenges that would stump most adults. The grand prize will kick-start the career of one talented kid chef.

- **Street Food Showdown** premieres Saturday, August 16 at 7/6c
  Eight talented young chefs arrive to the Kids Kitchen ready to prove they've got what it takes to win their own web series on foodnetwork.com. To pick teams, Rachael and Guy give the kids their first Mini Challenge, where they're tasked with making a family favorite meal. Once the teams are selected, it’s time for the Main Challenge, where the kids will have to create their own unique street food offering, and present it in their Camera Challenge, judged by Chef Wolfgang Puck and his family.

- **The Chopped Challenge** premieres Saturday, August 16 at 8/7c
  This week, the kids are challenged on their knowledge of ingredients. In the Mini Challenge, they must decipher ingredients while blindfolded. Then, it's a Chopped-style Main Challenge, where a video message from Ted Allen introduces their head-to-head Mystery Basket challenge, judged by Chopped judge and Iron Chef, Alex Guarnaschelli!

- **Thinking Outside the Bun** premieres Saturday, August 16 at 9/8c
  In this week's Mini Challenge, the kids have to make whatever they want -- as long as the featured ingredient is the one they hate the most! Then in the Main Challenge, Rachael and Guy reveal that the Mini Chefs must use a sandwich as an inspiration for a multi-component entree. And who better to judge their dish and Camera Challenge, than Jeff Mauro, the Sandwich King!

- **Barbecue Bonanza** premieres Saturday, August 23 at 7/6c
  After tasting dishes that their parents may have had as kids, like salmon mousse and ambrosia, the kids choose one retro dish to modernize. In the Main Challenge, the kids will be asked to create a classic Southern barbecue, using ingredients that the other team picks for them. Chef G. Garvin comes to the kitchen to judge the kids on their barbecues and Camera Challenges!

- **Plenty of Fish in the Sea** premieres Saturday, August 23 at 8/7c
  Rachael and Guy invite Chef Robert Irvine into the kitchen to coach and mentor the kids in the Mini Challenge. After working as a team to unscramble a jumbled recipe, each kid chef will execute their dish while Robert coaches them on. Then, in the Main Challenge, the kids take on the oceanic delights in the kitchen's seafood tower in an effort to impress guest judge Melissa d'Arabian.

- **Food Fest Showdown** premieres Saturday, August 23 at 9/8c
  There's only one epic challenge left for these amazing kid chefs. The kids host a Food Festival where they will cook and perform a live demo of their signature dish for a hungry crowd. The festival goers weigh in via comment cards, but the final decision rests with Chef Curtis Stone, who will crown the winner.
Pool Kings
Series Airs Sundays at 7/6c
TV-G

Cascading 15-foot waterfalls; luxury grottos and swim up bars are nothing for the Pool Kings. Follow along as they create over the top award-winning dream pools for their clients. From your own custom lake to a show-stopping backyard water park, the sky is the limit when the Pool Kings are on the job.

- **Tennessee Dream Pool premierses Sunday, August 4 at 7/6c**
  The Yarbrough family from Franklin, TN, calls upon the experts at Peek Pools and Spas to build their dream pool. They've dreamt of having a backyard pool and entertaining space to complete their forever home and before the whole family returns from London the team at Peek Pools needs to make their dream a reality. The Yarbrough's won't be around during construction, so the surprise of their life awaits them when they return home.

- **From Eyesore to Ultimate Pool Party Paradise premierses Saturday, August 4 at 7:30/6:30c**
  A family that loves to entertain relocates from Chicago to Nashville and is in desperate need of a pool for the hot summer days. However, their current backyard is an eyesore and not functional for the kids, so the renovation experts work to transform the space into the ultimate pool party paradise.

- **Champagne Spa Wishes and Forever-Home Dreams premierses Saturday, August 4 at 8/7c**
  Grandparents Joe and Beth want to add a dream pool to their forever home so they can host more family events. They hope the addition of this backyard oasis will complete their dream home and allow them to create many more memories outside.

- **Perfect Time for a Pool and Backyard Oasis premierses Saturday, August 4 at 8:30/7:30c**
  A family is ready to make their dream pool a reality, so the Pool Kings accept the challenge to take this family's outdoor fun to the next level with a dynamic, resort-style pool.

- **A Rocky Road to Backyard Bliss premierses Saturday, August 11 at 7:30/6:30c**
  A Nashville family is ready for Kyle and Justin to build the perfect pool in their backyard. The project gets off to a 4,000-pound rocky start, but that doesn't slow down the Pool Kings. Kyle and Justin deliver a phenomenal backyard complete with a massive waterfall, a beautiful pavilion and even light the water on fire.

- **Living La Vida Lakeside Dreams premierses Saturday, August 11 at 8/7c**
  After 14 years of dreaming, a Lake Jackson, Texas, family is finally building their custom home on a piece of land around Pecan Lake. Located on a peninsula, the backyard leaves the ideal space to build a one-of-a-kind vanishing edge pool.

- **From Flawed to Flawless premierses Saturday, August 18 at 7:30/6:30c**
  A Franklin, TN, couple enlists the Pool Kings to build their dream pool in their very challenging backyard. From steep slopes and tight access to tough weather conditions, Kyle and Justin have their work cut out for them to deliver a one-of-a-kind backyard paradise.

- **Sliding Into Paradise premierses Saturday, August 25 at 8/7c**
  A young Tennessee family's steep backyard has made it impossible to enjoy their time outdoors. They need help designing their own piece of paradise and the Pool Kings answer the call. Kyle and Justin come in to build a family fun zone that includes a waterfall, a fire pit and a custom waterslide.

---

**SPECIALS/STUNTS**

**Shark Days of Summer**
Every weekend beginning August 10 at 2/1c

Celebrate Shark Week on Discovery Family with some of the best specials from Shark Week’s past including **JAWS OF THE DEEP, RETURN OF THE MONSTER MAKO, NINJA SHARKS, ALIEN SHARKS: CLOSE ENCOUNTERS, MONSTER HAMMERHEAD, TIGER BEACH** and much more! Additionally, in partnership with the University of Miami, catch shark-themed shorts and trivia at the top of each hour. Contact Jared_Albert@discovery.com for a full schedule.